NPHC Training Survey Results
Following the NPHC Training hosted on September 19, 2018 a survey was emailed to all
who attended. Of the 66 who attended, there were a total of 23 respondents, or 35%.
The following pages illustrate the results of that survey through graphs and respondents’
answers to open-ended questions. Action items, when applicable, are included with each
result.
Moving forward the presentation will remain as-is, Saville Harris, Assistant Director of
Student Engagement, made changes to the presentation prior to sharing it which included
more in depth information about each of the 4 councils present on SFA’s campus, and
what’s expected of prospective members during the intake process. His affiliation with an
NPHC fraternity and knowledge of NPHC history made him more relatable to prospective
members, furthering the success of this session of NPHC Training. We are hoping that the
amount of people who attended the NPHC Training will only increase as time goes on,
strengthening the NPHC community at SFA.
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Moving forward we will not only continue to publicize NPHC Training through the NPHC
Mixer and SFA Greek Life website, but through social media as well on our Greek Life
Facebook page and the Student Affairs Twitter and Instagram. We will also push for more
NPHC members, through their social media pages and word of mouth, to encourage
students to sign up for the NPHC Training.

Open-Ended Responses
What information covered at the NPHC Training did you feel was most beneficial?
The academic requirements to join
Preparing myself for an interview
The information about how you should approach this kind of situation and how you should
get order in your own house before attempting to join an NPHC.
The member process for those who are interested in joining or taking the steps towards
becoming a member. Along with the facts about the Divine 9.
All the information was very needed and helpful in my opinion I think everything was well
described and said.
The information about ANTI-HAZING.
The traditions and purpose of each sorority/fraternity and the stress of anti-hazing.
The introductory video that was shown to us
Hearing the background of other orgs and the possible benefits beyond the obviously
stated ones. It was also really beneficial watching the youtube video about all of the
stereotypes.
Everything said was informative & very beneficial to know about.
The process of going through intake (the meeting, application, interview, etc.)
How the intake process goes
Interviewing
Personal experiences
The facts about all of the organizations.
All the information about the divine 9, also the information in order to be a member of any
organization.
An overview of the questions that maybe asked
When to start looking for the informational meeting flyers as well as the required
community service hours.
Requirements
The do’s & don’ts when showing interest. Although it was common sense, I felt like it
needed to be addressed. I also found the information about what to expect at rush
important as well
The whole intake process.
Community Service Hours , Research , and keeping everything a secret

What information do you feel should have been covered at the NPHC Training?
Everything was covered
Almost everything was covered during the training
Everything that was covered.
I think it was a good job touching bases on all the main concerns and topics for interested
people.
I think everything was covered.
I honestly think Saville covered everything. There's nothing I can think of that he didn't talk
about.
What sororities expect when looking over community involvement forms and letters of
interest.
Everything that was needed to know for non-Greeks was covered.
What exactly shouldn’t do and should do and the order in which the process happens.
(when are meetings, what happens after and beyond that)
Everything was covered in my opinion
I feel like it was well enough information giving during the training.
What should be worn at the formal rush
Requirements
Grad options, resume building, denouncing letters
Everything I had questioned before entering the meeting was answered at the meeting

